**Research Log**

**QUESTION/INFORMATION NEED:**

What are the current treatments for multiple sclerosis? (Produced by what companies?)

Where might I find this type of information?

Government - CDC, Associations, general database.

**SEARCH STRATEGIES to try (circle successful strategies):**

- Multiple sclerosis and treatment*
- Online search

Where and/or how did you find your answer?

Found an article in db Academic Search referring to IOM. Went to IOM website using google found drug names and companies, statistics on vaccine development.

**Briefly note the answer found:**

Generic name: Beta-Interferon 1b, name: Avonex, Rebif

- Beta-Interferon 1b → Betaseron

**QUESTION/INFORMATION NEED:**

When will Elan's drug Antegen be approved by the FDA?

Where might I find this type of information?

database: ABI/Inform or Factiva

**SEARCH STRATEGIES to try (circle successful strategies):**

- Antegen and (FDA or Food and Drug Administration)
- Limit to: Company: Elan Corporation PLC

Where and/or how did you find your answer?

Factiva

**Briefly note the answer found:**

- On market: Mid-2005
- Approval date unclear
- Share profit 50/50 with Biogen
- $1 billion potential
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